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MASCOT showed that a nanolander meeting the requirements 
of fully fledged planetary science instruments can be built fast 
and dependable. Key topographical, geotechnical, thermo-
optical data were obtained that aid deflection mission design. 
We welcome 2021 PDC !
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 With a unique view, MASCOT scouted for HAYABUSA2 the terrain, topography, and texture of the surface materials
of a large potentially hazardous near-Earth asteroid with rubble-pile structure and carbonaceous composition.   
point of departure: MASCOT, the Mobile Asteroid Surface Scout nanolander
carried by JAXA‘s sample-return probe HAYABUSA2 to NEA (162173) Ryugu for
its landing on October 3rd, 2018. It successfully completed its scouting mission
in 17 hours, jumping to 3 sites by command and self-righting autonomously.
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the MASCOT Flight Model
















putting the ‘M‘ in MASCOT: internal mobility mechanism
integrated within the Common Electronics Box (E-Box) 
for daily updates during the PDC 2021 & more visit us at https://gla-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/i_moore_3_research_gla_ac_uk/Eg-lSGBxoL1Lj9i89EGGYOABFNIItvITiJ8df4PnLXHZkQ?e=sXLoL2 ➔
The MASCOT team says thank you! ☺ to the entire HAYABUSA2 team at ISAS and JAXA for the invitation, the challenge, the trust, the cooperation, the generosity, the exciting time on-site, the
launch, the ride, the long cruise, the views of Ryugu, the drop into Wonderland, and the adventure “down among ‘em“ rocks & boulders. The best of good luck for the extended mission!
G
accommodation of the subsystems & payloads within the lander structure in two different perspectives
↖ same perspective as photograph on the far left
under the wings of the Falcon: safely tucked away for 4 years in deep space
CAD view of MASCOT in its Mechanical and Electrical Support System (MESS) on the –Y panel ↑
in search of a new home: the possible landing sites of MASCOT – new permanent address: MA-9
light blue: possible 1st contact point clouds – dark blue: 1st settlement points – green: sub-Earth point – [_]: exclusion zone
not to scale: the very different timelines of MASCOT‘s journey beyond the horizon
↑↑ interplanetary cruise with Earth flyby – approach and descent to separation ↗↗ – ↑ science operations on Ryugu – just separated ↑
JAXA, Tokyo University, Kochi Univ., Rikkyo Univ., Nagoya Univ., Chiba Institute for Technology, Meiji Univ., Aizu Univ., AIST
all boulders, no sands – close looks at a C-type rubble pile PHA
dark fractured rocks, rubble and pebbles – with intriguing specks of light
…if I had seen further, then by jumping from the wings of the Falcon
MASCOT‘s shadow down among the boulders of Ryugu (to scale)
MASCam images taken while MASCOT was upside down at MP1
↖ the Sun & boulders – the sky at night: Jupiter, σ Sagittari, Saturn ↗
the sky at day
reflections on Ryugu
the separation of MASCOT as recorded by the MasMag (Herčík et al., 2020)
HAYABUSA2‘s magnetic signature fading away – insert: zoom-in to first contact, MasCAM & GNC active
the separation of MASCOT as recorded by the MARA (Grott et al., 2019)
changes in rotation rate and spin axis at each contact point
Optical Proximity Sensors (OPS) signals as detected at SP1
no OPS on bottom side (-Z) – peaks indicate rock within a few cm‘s of the sides
PhotoElectric Cell sensors (PEC) signals as detected at SP1
sunlight on MASCOT‘s 6 sides, ↖ bouncing and settled to Ryugu‘s rotation ↑
average total coefficient of restitution (COR) determined through the maximum bouncing distance ↖ and the total bouncing duration ↑
from first touchdown until MASCOT came to rest
composite total coefficient of restitution (etot) 
dependent on Young’s module for COR 0 < e < 1 of Ryugu’s surface material
main events and operations of MASCOT and its instruments from separation until the end of its operations on asteroid Ryugu
dependent on Young’s module for COR 0 < e < 1 of Ryugu’s surface material
extending the eyes of the Falcon 
 main characteristics of MicrOmega (MASCOT) and NIRS3 (HAYABUSA2)
↑ main characteristics of MARA (MASCOT) and TIR (HAYABUSA2) ↑
performance of MASCam (MASCOT) and the ONC-T (HAYABUSA2) →
